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perfect squares
There are four perfect squares of green, said George, Lead me there, she said. I want
you to take me there. It isn’t a place for a young woman, the man said. I’m going,
she said, and he smiled and took her hand, and led her out into the sunshine and
walked with her towards the west.
thrilled
It’s about the symbolic representation of figures, said George. It’s quite beautiful, it
brings together pure mathematics and logic. I am thrilled that such a thing came to
me! Entirely thrilled. Put on a scarf, my darling, it’s a foul night, terribly wet. Yes, yes
my dear, of course. A beautiful thing!
tyranny
I have already dealt with the transformation of homogenous functions by linear
substitutions, very much inspired by Lagrange’s Mécanique Analytique. And
furthermore – I will free mathematics from the tyranny of number systems!
relations
But what’s wrong with numbers? They’re very specific, they tie you down, and you
have to make a commitment, they give value, when I’m interested in relations, in the
logic of relations, don’t you see? No, George, I’m afraid I don’t. More tea?

inundation
“Opposite the window of the room in which I write is a field, liable to be overflowed
from two causes, distinct but capable of being combined, viz. floods from the upper
sources of the River Lee, and tides from the ocean. Suppose that observations made
on N separate occasions have yielded the following results: on A occasions the river
was swollen by freshets and on P occasions it was inundated whether from this cause
or not. On B occasions the river was swollen by the tide, and on Q occasions it was
inundated, whether from this cause or not. Supposing then, that the field cannot be
inundated in the absence of both these causes, let it be required to determine the
total probability of inundation.”
Quoted in: MacHale, Desmond. George Boole: His Life and Work.
(Dublin: Boole Press. 1985): 129
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beautiful
“The mathematician’s patterns, like the painter’s or the poet’s, must be beautiful; the
ideas, like the colours or the words, must fit together in a harmonious way. There is
no permanent place in the world for ugly mathematics.”
Quoted from G.H. Hardy in A Mathematician’s Apology in:
MacHale, Desmond. George Boole: His Life and Work.
(Dublin: Boole Press. 1985): 171

something
“An operator is something that does something to something when it is applied to that
something.”
Barry, Patrick D. (ed.) George Boole: A Miscellany.
(Cork: Cork University Press. 1964): 11
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